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I Hate that I Love You - BrLttiA-etjjoiA.es
Lollie, an online source said, "Love can exist without hate. But hate can't exist without love because
it is love, just not at its best side." Love is a warm summer's day, down by the meadow, ready to play.
Hate is a bitter winter night, fro st bite creeping through windows biting one's toes. Couples that
deceive, get hitched too quickly, or simply dwindle out of love, leave one to wonder if there is really
a thin line between love and hate. According to an online article written in The Independent, Profes
sor Semir Zeki stated, “Like love, hate is often seemingly irrational and can lead an individual to he
roic and evil deeds.
Nothing in a relationship can consume ones thoughts greater than inquiring if one's spouse is cheat
ing or not. In historic time, when a married couple assumed deception was taking place, the wife typ
ically waved it o ff fo r the sake of her family. While the male, on the other hand, usually struck his
wife in secrecy. Finding out from the early 1900s to the late 1900s, however, was not as easy as it is
in the modern society with the advanced technology. (Soing through a phone, hidden cameras, and
even Maury are just a portion of the devices used to expose a partner in the act.
Another reason that thin line is drawn is the fact that some couples get hitched too quickly. As
teenagers, the firs t boy or girl that becomes interested in him or her most likely believe they have fallen in love and marry a fte r only a few months,
sometimes even weeks of courting. Not knowing who the other person really is, but later discerning that he is no prince charming and Cinderella does not
quite f it her personality either.
Perhaps simply dwindling out of love is what brings about that line. Couples that have been en masse quite a while tend to grow disinterested in each oth
er. At the threshold of the relationship the man may have sent sweet morning texts, sent flowers for no reason, taken his precious Amor on dates, or
said I love you every day. I f a fte r time went on, and these sweet antics stopped, the once "love of one's life" can become one's worst enemy overnight.
The war between love and hate will never cease to exist as long as deception, getting hitched too quickly, and dwindling out of love have a say so. "Hate is
often considered to be an evil passion that should, in a better world, be tamed, controlled and eradicated. Yet to the biologist hate is a passion of equal
interest to love," says Zeki.
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